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Hunter Nature Caravans are made in Turkey with modern engineering
techniques and meet European safety standards. They are available in
two different interior designs.
 
A steel chassis, produced by Hunter Nature, and independent suspension A steel chassis, produced by Hunter Nature, and independent suspension 
system allow for increased durability and getting out to the areas less traveled. 
German-made brake system and a stabilizing system offer high-level safety 
when hitched to towing vehicles.

The aluminum body is painted with electrostatic paint and provides protection 
against corrosion.

Easy and quick set up and pack up allow you to save your energy and
time to explore nature. 

These caravans are mad.e to be used in nature,,,s
hard cditis for many years“ “

‘



A convertible seating area and lots of
storage inside and outside lend to a
comfortable trip, even off-grid. 

There are numerous scientific
academic works prove that kids who 
spend longer time in nature have 
higher perceptions than the kids who 
spend more time in cities.

Hunter Nature is a favorite of
children as well as adults.

The top-up roof can be lifted for additional head 
space and increased airflow.

Once you are de exploring, come back to comfort. 
“

“



NTR-3XNTR-3X
NTR-3X 

The convertible seating area turns into a bed, which is
192 cm x 194 cm, when you push the table down and put the side 
cushions onto the table.

The seating area is also suitable for sleeping without being turned
into a bed.

A large bathroom provides to have two options in choosing the toilet: 
A cassette toilet or a portable WC.A cassette toilet or a portable WC.
In addition to 4 pcs Berhimi windows that are offered as standard,
you can have two extra rear-side windows for more daylight.

BED FORM

Seatmode

Bedmode



NTR-4X
NTR-4X

In this model, there are two bunk beds as well as a seating area that is 
convertible to a 125 cm X 192 cm bed. The bunk beds provide
accommodation for 4 adults.

Bunk bed protection nets are offered as optional equipment for
protecting kids to fell down during their sleep.

Would you like to see the view from a larger window while
using the kitchen? Then you can enlarge the kitchen window.using the kitchen? Then you can enlarge the kitchen window.

Seatmode

Bedmode



MAIN STANDARD FEATURES
  Independent suspension
  Top-up roof
  German quality brake system
  German quality support legs
  Electrostatic powder paint on the body: Ral 7016 and/or Ral 7037
  Double layer insulation: Spray and elastomeric rubber
   Exterior pressure water outlet
  Clean water tank: 140 lt & stainless steel
  Grey water tank: 75 lt & stainless steel
  4 pcs Berhimi window with sunshades and flyscreens
  Leather upholstery on interior walls
  Internal and external storage spaces
  Internal and external lights
   Fixed interior kitchen
  Marine-type aluminum control panel

DIMENSIONS

The trailers weigh between 1400-1500 kg. 
So, a minimum 2.0 cc motors 4x4 vehicle 

is required to tow the trailers.

WEIGHT



Electric & Energy
Do not let your camping route be limited to campsites.
Having a solar energy system gives you the freedom to camp anywhere but campsites.
You’ll have unlimited energy as long as you get daylight. 

Travel & Safety
Rough terrain can't stop you. Drive safely on the hardest terrain,
with the German quality with the German quality stabilizing system.
As long as you have a spare wheel, don't be afraid of getting stuck on the road. Go further 
It is a piece of cake for you to move the trailer!
With a mover, you can move the trailer with remote control easily.

Heating & Cooling
Winter campers, come over! Choose the heater, enjoy the winter.
Hunter Nature offers the solution for the burning weather too.
Order an Order an AC in order not to melt in hot climates.

Kitchen & WC
A refrigerator is a must, isn’t it? The good news is you will have 90 liters of space to keep 
your foods and beverage cool.
A portable WC or a cassette toilet? Choose your side!

External Accessories & Modification
Accessories, color options, additional equipment… 
There are many ways you can personalize! All for more convenience!There are many ways you can personalize! All for more convenience!

Hunter Nature prefers the top-quality European brands in RV and marine industries in
all these optional equipment.

 

Cause our priority is e quality!“

“ The trailers are provided with
COC (Certificate of Conformity)

document so that they are registered
to be officially allowed on the road.

HOMOLOGATION

OPTIONAL FEATURES
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